
Reduce mortality rates for 
cancer and other serious 
conditions through a platform 
of applications, devices 

methodologies and 
measurement  systems 
designed for the benefit of 

both doctors and patients.

www.hera-diagnostics.com

Hera Diagnostics™ saves lives by delivering 
revolutionary disease screening and diagnostics

tools to the global community.

Our commitment to society and healthcare professionals is to 
develop groundbreaking solutions that:

Are at the front line of 
technology, less invasive, cost 
effective, provide immediate results 
for early diagnosis and expedited 
treatment, and are accessible to all 
people regardless of geographical 
or socioeconomic status.

Actively promote a system that 
allows for serious talk around 
digital health, predictive 
analysis, applied artificial 
intelligence, the IoT (Internet of 
Things) and cultivate a culture 
of access and inclusion across 
the healthcare landscape.

Our team will be happy to assist you and answer any questions.

More Information

contact@hera-diagnostics.com

to the people and communities most affected
 by socioeconomic hardship and cultural barriers.

contribute to the detection, prevention and treatment
Starting from innovative technological solutions that 

of aggressive and life-threatening types of cancer.

Hera Diagnostics™ is focused on 
providing quality healthcare access 

Contact us

https://www.hera-diagnostics.com/



More Information

Portable 
(durable design)

Does not require 
internet 

during the test

Easy sync 
(in recharge mode)

Easy 
to use

Real time
results

Benefits

Features 

Affordable 
and accurate
Results
in real time

No tissue 
sample or
lab test required

Principles 

Changes in 
light 
absorption

Changes in 
electrical 
resistance

Statistical 
analysis of 
measurements

capable of detecting 9 out of 10 cases of cervical cancer

HeraFem™ is much more than a Pap smear

Starting  with cervical cancer 
The painful truth

Every two hours a woman in 
Latin America dies from 
cervical cancer.

It is the second leading cause 
of death from malignant 
tumors in the world.

More than 540,000 cases are 
diagnosed each year.

In 2020 alone, there were an 
estimated 342,000 preventable 
deaths from cervical cancer 
due to lack of access to 
modern, reliable screening, 
early detection and treatment.

In two-thirds of the world the 
Pap Smear is highly inaccurate 
with sensitivity as as low as 
30% in some regions.

Transforming lives 
with trusted solutions
Hera Diagnostics™  first product, HeraFem™ is a cervical 
cancer screening device designed to dramatically reduce 
the barriers many women in underserved markets face when 
seeking gynecology care.

HeraFem™ is a portable 
medical device capable of 
detecting cancerous 
lesions, in real time, even 
before symptoms appear,
using advanced electrical 
impedance optical 
spectroscopy technologies.

Introducing

With immediate results, improved patient comfort, and

    
High 
detection
sensitivity

https://www.hera-diagnostics.com/herafem


